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Abstract. Software applications are considered an indispensable item in a project management information system. All
major applications provide standard and customizable process tools that are widely deployed across the globe.

Evolve the specification through prototyping Create the request for proposal Evaluate the vendor responses
Manage the contractor Test conformance to prototype Mission Development. Missions provide the
overarching framework for the entire enterprise. Missions are accomplished by Organizations through
Functions, and further refined into database domains. All databases and business information systems are
established within this enterprise architecture framework. Database designs are built from within the enterprise
architecture. Metadata is used to ensure enterprise-wide data structures and semantics. This enables maximum
metadata re-use, data interoperability, and semantic harmonization. Prototypes, set within the enterprise
architecture, and which are built through maximally reusable metadata, represent business information
systems set within the context of recognized functions. Through business information system generating the
prototype, maximum efforts can be expended on getting a full set of requirements and minimum efforts can be
expended on the creation of the business information system. Specification evolution is critical because it
enables the complete set of requirements to be teased out. Through the use of business information system
generators, the ability to proceed from one iteration to the next is easy and can be accomplished in hours to
days versus weeks to months. This enables a first real implementation from a version 10 prototype.
Prototyping also greatly reduces the quantity of evolutions during a business information systems life cycle. A
request for a proposal RFP is a formal specification of what is desired to be implemented. The document
should contain all the metadata and the prototype that were created in first four steps. The document should
contain a requirement for being able to evolve the specification of the business information system being
implemented. The document should contain the method through which the requirements development
organization monitors and evaluates the accomplishments of the business information systems development
organization. Another component of the document should be the specifications of the conformance tests, based
on the prototype and other requirements that are to be accomplished as the basis of business information
system acceptance. The proposal evaluation process should be engineered to determine how well, when, and
for what cost a business information systems development organization will implement the business
information system. The proposal evaluation process ultimately produces an agreement between the
requirements development organization and the business information systems development organization
regarding the implementation process, schedules, costs, reviews, and deliverables. The contact award is the
event whereby the accord reached in the prior step becomes the blueprint for action between the requirements
development organization and the business information systems development organization. Contractors,
whether in-house or from outside the enterprise need to be managed by the requirements development
organization. Once the business information systems development has been completed, the execution of the
conformance tests form the basis for acceptance by the requirements development organization. The 9-step
approach represents a significant change in responsibilities. From the preface example, there are cost overruns,
late deliveries, and diminished capabilities. In contrast, this 9-step approach moves the responsibility for the
critical-to-success steps to the requirements development organization where it always rightly belonged. The
first seven steps are the responsibility of the requirements development organization. The business information
systems development organization implements the business information system within Step 8. Step 9,
Conformance Testing, is the responsibility of the requirements development organization. The division of
labor is based on subject matter expertise. The Payoff Business information system generators play a critical
role in prototyping and in design iterations. If a first-cut business information system can be created in an hour
and made ready to demonstrate in just a day or two, the resources required for prototyping can be dramatically
reduced. Consider the following example for business information system life cycle costs. Figure 1 illustrates
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the main phases associated with the traditional first implementation life cycle of an enterprise-wide business
information system such as human resources, or accounting and finance. The scale on the bottom represents
the quantity of months spent in each phase. The vertical scale that is not shown would be staff hours. The
purpose of the chart is to show the relative quantities of staff hours expended across time. Figure 1 shows that:
That is, before the Operation and Maintenance parts of the last major phase shown in Figure 1. This percent
may be much higher if requirements changes are discovered during System Test. Some multi-hundred million
dollar efforts are scrapped because of requirements changes even before System Test. This can result in
perpetual recycling of requirements without ever getting to System Testing. Beyond the first-cycle
implementation cost, the total life cycle expenditure for business information system revision cycles not
shown in Figure 1 commonly costs five times more. The total life cycle cost is thus 30 times the design cost.
The problem, however, is not that requirements change. Rather, the real problem is that the effects of
requirement changes that occur once System Testing et al are complete are too costly to reflect in the
implemented business information system. It must assumed as a given at the very start that requirements will
change, even though this assumption is seldom folded into methodologies of today. Requirements changing
can be especially fatal to procured software packages if these packages have not been designed for change
from the very beginning. Get the requirements right the first time because the cost of change is prohibitive.
The reason the costs are so high and the time is so long is that: The tools that either dramatically shorten or
even eliminate steps have only recently become demanded. Traditional data modeling approaches are
employed in preference to the data modeling coupled with prototyping and recycle approach that has been
proven. If a quality Metabase environment is installed that stores and manages all the data models on an
enterprise-wide basis, there can be an improvement in the first phase, Requirements Analysis and Design as
well. Finally, if we implement only after four to six design iteration cycles of a prototype, a good bit of the last
phase, Implementation, Operations, and Maintenance can be eliminated. After several iterations of
demonstration, modification, and regeneration, a quality specification can be created. The change to the
process is illustrated in Figure 2. Shown are four prototype development cycles and one full-implementation
cycle. The first cycle contains a requirements analysis and design step. But, that step is reduced to mainly
producing the data model. In all, only about six weeks will have passed. Under this changed approach:
Requirements are iterated until fully known, but are determined in a very condensed time-period. Full
development occurs only after requirements are completely validated. Figure 2 Under either case, the total life
cycle cost is the cost of the first cycle plus five times more to account for revisions and extensions. While over
time, the subsequent revisions should cost less, several things happen to thwart that. It takes much longer to
accomplish maintenance work than new construction work. The result is the same volume of work. Second,
because of staff turnover, new staff must relearn the system from scratch. It is both painful and long. Every
maintenance task seems to get transformed into a fix-and-enhance task. This naturally takes longer and the
enhancement may actually install new bugs. Third, as new features are required, some of these features are
real design breakers. Because a production system has already been implemented, changes take much longer
because of redesign, recoding, and the very tedious and error-prone data conversion. All the costing is shown
in Figure 3. Figure 3 Faced with high costs, the high-pressure demand for immediate and visible results, the
most common approach is to trim the first box. Suppose it was trimmed by one-half. In theory then, the total
cost of the first business information system implementation cycle would be reduced to 2. Such savings are,
however, false. In that case, the first business information system implementation cycle cost is not the original
5 nor the 2. The overall life cycle unit quantity becomes 39, that is, 6. Clearly, these savings are costly indeed.
For a real impact, the savings must be made to the 4x component that is, Detailed Design, â€¦ , Training. But
can it be done? Yes, and this has been standard best practice for the data-driven Clarion community for the
past 20 years. The steps for a quality business information system generator approach are these: Once the
production version is created, there are the evolution and maintenance cycles. The code-generator approach
dramatically affects maintenance as well. There were three reasons cited earlier that cause maintenance to
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either remain level or take more time under the traditional approach. In contrast to the traditional maintenance
approach, under a quality business information system generator approach, many of the first type of evolution
and maintenance problems are eliminated outright. Quality business information system generators operate at
a meta-design level. The actual program code is generated from this meta-design level. Changes are made at
the meta-design level as well. So, once the changes are made, the ultimate code is regenerated. Finally, the
third type of evolution and maintenance problem largely disappears because there are four or more design
iterations before first implementation. The five cycles of maintenance caused by an immature design are
eliminated because the design has matured through prototyping before it is implemented. Summary There is
no down-side to the adoption of this 9-step approach. The overall information technology organization and the
functional organizations that are supported by this approach are more productive, less costly, higher quality,
and lower risk because more work is done in a non-redundant, integrated manner. More work products are
able to be re-used because they are created with re-use in mind, stored in a metadata format, and reside in a
multiple-user Metabase that has an enterprise-wide perspective. Data semantics are able to be harmonized
which eliminates whole classes of data transformation and reloading business information systems and logic.
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Project Management Journal, 20(3), Reprints and Permissions All too often, enterprise project management
departments generate a wealth of information and knowledge that many project professionals fail to adequately
distribute throughout their organization, a task that--when done well--consumes a great deal of time.

Instead of this technology-driven approach, the planning process should be turned around entirely, to drive
projects based on their ability to address business needs. In this way, information management projects are
targeted at the most urgent business needs or issues. These in turn are derived from the overall business
strategy and direction for the organisation as a whole. For example, the rate of errors in home loan
applications might be identified as a strategic issue for the organisation. A new system might therefore be put
in place along with other activities to better manage the information that supports the processing of these
applications. Alternatively, a new call centre might be in the process of being planned. Information
management activities can be put in place to support the establishment of the new call centre, and the training
of new staff. Click To Tweet Principle 5: Where organisations look for such solutions, large and costly
strategic plans are developed. Organisations are simply too complex to consider all the factors when
developing strategies or planning activities. The answer is to let go of the desire for a perfectly planned
approach. This approach recognises that there are hundreds or thousands of often small changes that are
needed to improve the information management practices across an organisation. These changes will often be
implemented in parallel. While some of these changes are organisation-wide, most are actually implemented at
business unit or even team level. When added up over time, these numerous small changes have a major
impact on the organisation. This is a very different approach to that typically taken in organisations, and it
replaces a single large centralised project with many individual initiatives conducted by multiple teams. Click
To Tweet Principle 6: The starting point is to create a clear vision of the desired outcomes of the information
management strategy. This will describe how the organisation will operate, more than just describing how the
information systems themselves will work. Effort must then be put into generating a sufficient sense of
urgency to drive the deployment and adoption of new systems and processes. Stakeholders must also be
engaged and involved in the project, to ensure that there is support at all levels in the organisation. This focus
on leadership then underpins a range of communications activities principle 8 that ensure that the organisation
has a clear understanding of the projects and the benefits they will deliver. When projects are solely driven by
the acquisition and deployment of new technology solutions, this leadership is often lacking. Without the
engagement and support of key stakeholder outside the IT area, these projects often have little impact. Click
To Tweet Principle 7: An approach must then be identified for each risk, either avoiding or mitigating the risk.
Risk management approaches should then be used to plan all aspects of the project, including the activities
conducted and the budget spent. For example, a simple but effective way of mitigating risks is to spend less
money. This might involve conducting pilot projects to identifying issues and potential solutions, rather than
starting with enterprise-wide deployments. This communication ensures that staff have a clear understanding
of the project, and the benefits it will deliver. This is a pre-requisite for achieving the required level of
adoption. With many projects happening simultaneously principle 5 , coordination becomes paramount. All
project teams should devote time to work closely with each other, to ensure that activities and outcomes are
aligned. In a complex environment, it is not possible to enforce a strict command-and-control approach to
management principle 1. This allows each project team to align themselves to the eventual goal, and to make
informed decisions about the best approaches. This should then be supported by a communications plan that
describes target audiences, and methods of communication. Click To Tweet Principle 9: When presented with
six different information systems, each containing one-sixth of what they want, they generally rely on a piece
of paper instead or ask the person next to them. Educating staff in the purpose and use of a disparate set of
information systems is difficult, and generally fruitless. The underlying goal should therefore be to deliver a
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seamless user experience, one that hides the systems that the information is coming from. This is not to say
that there should be one enterprise-wide system that contains all information. There will always be a need to
have multiple information systems, but the information contained within them should be presented in a
human-friendly way. In practice, this means: Delivering a single intranet or equivalent that gives access to all
information and tools. Ensuring a consistent look-and-feel across all applications, including standard
navigation and page layouts. Ultimately, it also means breaking down the distinctions between applications,
and delivering tools and information along task and subject lines. Improving on this, leave details should be
located alongside the leave form itself. In this model, the HR application becomes a background system,
invisible to the user. Care should also be taken, however, when looking to a silver-bullet solution for providing
a seamless user experience. Despite the promises, portal applications do not automatically deliver this. Instead,
a better approach may be to leverage the inherent benefits of the web platform. As long as the applications all
look the same, the user will be unaware that they are accessing multiple systems and servers behind the
scenes. Of course, achieving a truly seamless user experience is not a short-term goal. Plan to incrementally
move towards this goal, delivering one improvement at a time. Click To Tweet Principle This project must be
selected carefully, to ensure that it: The first project is the single best and perhaps only opportunity to set the
organisation on the right path towards better information management practices and technologies. In practice,
this often involves starting with one problem or one area of the business that the organisation as a whole
would be interested in, and cares about. For example, starting by restructuring the corporate policies and
procedures will generate little interest or enthusiasm. In contrast, delivering a system that greatly assists
salespeople in the field would be something that could be widely promoted throughout the organisation.
Conclusion Implementing information technology solutions in a complex and ever-changing organisational
environment is never easy. The challenges inherent in information management projects mean that new
approaches need to be taken, if they are to succeed. This article has outlined ten key principles of effective
information management. These focus on the organisational and cultural changes required to drive forward
improvements. The also outline a pragmatic, step-by-step approach to implementing solutions that starts with
addressing key needs and building support for further initiatives. A focus on adoption then ensures that staff
actually use the solutions that are deployed. Of course, much more can be written on how to tackle
information management projects. Future articles will further explore this topic, providing additional guidance
and outlining concrete approaches that can be taken.
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Chapter 3 : - Information Technology Project Managers
Project Management. A project is a specific task undertaken to create something new. Every project has objectives that
must be achieved for the project to be successful.

Overview[ edit ] A systems development life cycle is composed of a number of clearly defined and distinct
work phases which are used by systems engineers and systems developers to plan for, design, build, test, and
deliver information systems. Like anything that is manufactured on an assembly line, an SDLC aims to
produce high-quality systems that meet or exceed customer expectations, based on customer requirements, by
delivering systems which move through each clearly defined phase, within scheduled time frames and cost
estimates. To manage this level of complexity, a number of SDLC models or methodologies have been
created, such as waterfall , spiral , Agile software development , rapid prototyping , incremental , and
synchronize and stabilize. Agile methodologies, such as XP and Scrum , focus on lightweight processes which
allow for rapid changes without necessarily following the pattern of SDLC approach along the development
cycle. Iterative methodologies, such as Rational Unified Process and dynamic systems development method ,
focus on limited project scope and expanding or improving products by multiple iterations. Sequential or
big-design-up-front BDUF models, such as waterfall, focus on complete and correct planning to guide large
projects and risks to successful and predictable results. In project management a project can be defined both
with a project life cycle PLC and an SDLC, during which slightly different activities occur. According to
Taylor , "the project life cycle encompasses all the activities of the project , while the systems development
life cycle focuses on realizing the product requirements ". The SDLC is not a methodology per se, but rather a
description of the phases in the life cycle of a software application. These phases broadly speaking are,
investigation, analysis, design, build, test, implement, and maintenance and support. All software development
methodologies such as the more commonly known waterfall and scrum methodologies follow the SDLC
phases but the method of doing that varies vastly between methodologies. In the Scrum methodology, for
example, one could say a single user story goes through all the phases of the SDLC within a single two-week
sprint. These methodologies are obviously quite different approaches yet, they both contain the SDLC phases
in which a requirement is born, then travels through the life cycle phases ending in the final phase of
maintenance and support, after-which typically the whole life cycle starts again for a subsequent version of the
software application. Information systems activities revolved around heavy data processing and number
crunching routines". Ever since, according to Elliott , "the traditional life cycle approaches to systems
development have been increasingly replaced with alternative approaches and frameworks, which attempted to
overcome some of the inherent deficiencies of the traditional SDLC". It consists of a set of steps or phases in
which each phase of the SDLC uses the results of the previous one. This includes evaluation of the currently
used system, information gathering, feasibility studies, and request approval. A number of SDLC models have
been created, including waterfall, fountain, spiral, build and fix, rapid prototyping, incremental, synchronize,
and stabilize. Begin with a preliminary analysis, propose alternative solutions, describe costs and benefits, and
submit a preliminary plan with recommendations. Conduct the preliminary analysis: Even if a problem refers
only to a small segment of the organization itself, find out what the objectives of the organization itself are.
Then see how the problem being studied fits in with them. Insight may also be gained by researching what
competitors are doing. Analyze and describe the costs and benefits of implementing the proposed changes. In
the end, the ultimate decision on whether to leave the system as is, improve it, or develop a new system will be
guided by this and the rest of the preliminary analysis data. Systems analysis, requirements definition: Define
project goals into defined functions and operations of the intended application. This involves the process of
gathering and interpreting facts, diagnosing problems, and recommending improvements to the system.
Project goals will be further aided by analysis of end-user information needs and the removal of any
inconsistencies and incompleteness in these requirements. A series of steps followed by the developer include:
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Obtain end user requirements through documentation, client interviews, observation, and questionnaires.
Scrutiny of the existing system: Identify pros and cons of the current system in-place, so as to carry forward
the pros and avoid the cons in the new system. Analysis of the proposed system: Find solutions to the
shortcomings described in step two and prepare the specifications using any specific user proposals. At this
step desired features and operations are described in detail, including screen layouts, business rules , process
diagrams , pseudocode , and other documentation. The real code is written here. All the pieces are brought
together into a special testing environment, then checked for errors, bugs, and interoperability. This is the final
stage of initial development, where the software is put into production and runs actual business. This is also
where changes are made to initial software. Some companies do not view this as an official stage of the SDLC,
while others consider it to be an extension of the maintenance stage, and may be referred to in some circles as
post-implementation review. This is where the system that was developed, as well as the entire process, is
evaluated. Some of the questions that need to be answered include if the newly implemented system meets the
initial business requirements and objectives, if the system is reliable and fault-tolerant, and if it functions
according to the approved functional requirements. In addition to evaluating the software that was released, it
is important to assess the effectiveness of the development process. If there are any aspects of the entire
process or certain stages that management is not satisfied with, this is the time to improve. In this phase, plans
are developed for discontinuing the use of system information, hardware, and software and making the
transition to a new system. The purpose here is to properly move, archive, discard, or destroy information,
hardware, and software that is being replaced, in a manner that prevents any possibility of unauthorized
disclosure of sensitive data. The disposal activities ensure proper migration to a new system. Particular
emphasis is given to proper preservation and archiving of data processed by the previous system. A ten-phase
version of the systems development life cycle [7] Not every project will require that the phases be sequentially
executed. However, the phases are interdependent. Depending upon the size and complexity of the project,
phases may be combined or may overlap. During this step, consider all current priorities that would be
affected and how they should be handled. Before any system planning is done, a feasibility study should be
conducted to determine if creating a new or improved system is a viable solution. This will help to determine
the costs, benefits, resource requirements, and specific user needs required for completion. The development
process can only continue once management approves of the recommendations from the feasibility study.
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Chapter 4 : All About Project Management
Project: The team evaluated project portfolio management tool used by Microchip IT and developed go forward
recommendations for greater use and value. Client comment: "The student led project provided an unbiased review of
our current status and adoption of our PM tool.

Management information systems are powerful tools that can help you make valid decisions and discover
trends in the data your company generates. If you specifically address the most common issues when you look
for a program that satisfies your needs, you can obtain a system that helps you improve the performance of
your company. Goals Before you can discuss what kind of system you want with potential suppliers, you have
to decide what you want the system to do. An MIS that is inconsistent with your company objectives may not
provide the information you need to meet your goals. For example, a management information system that
only tracks company data for the current quarter may not provide the perspective on long-term trends that
managers need to evaluate progress. A common problem is purchasing a system that lacks features you need.
You can avoid these pitfalls by setting clear goals and making sure the purchased system can meet them.
Maintenance A key problem for management information systems is the provision of the raw data input and
the maintenance of up-to-date information. Your company already generates data on sales, revenue, expenses,
payments and other fundamental business information. Marketing departments often have additional
databases. The right management information system for your company can use this data in either its current
form or import it from a standard format. In this way, the data in the system is always the same data as the
company working level is using and generating. If the management information system requires extra
processing, the data will be less current and less valuable. Use Usability is a major problem for management
information systems. Before selecting your system, you have to check for these issues. The reports have to be
easy to understand and relevant for your company. Users have to be able to generate the reports they want
with a minimum of training and with little effort. Changes In Client Needs An important management
information system characteristic is the ability to adapt to changes in your company. The available information
may change, the reports you want may vary and often the personnel using the system changes. The system you
put in place has to allow for revisions in the inputs and outputs, either easily enough through your own IT
staff, or at agreed rates by the supplier. There has to be a simple method of adding and deleting user accounts
that you can handle internally, because old, active accounts can be a security problem. He started writing
technical papers while working as an engineer in the s. More recently, after starting his own business in IT, he
helped organize an online community for which he wrote and edited articles as managing editor, business and
economics.
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Chapter 5 : 10 principles of effective information management
Put together a plan for your IS systems that addresses all of the needs and expectations of all of your stakeholders. That
means owners, employees, customers, strategic partners and community. This presentation will help you address all of
the components of building a strategic plan, including.

Communicating with Supervisors, Peers, or Subordinates â€” Providing information to supervisors,
co-workers, and subordinates by telephone, in written form, e-mail, or in person. Scheduling Work and
Activities â€” Scheduling events, programs, and activities, as well as the work of others. Coordinating the
Work and Activities of Others â€” Getting members of a group to work together to accomplish tasks. Making
Decisions and Solving Problems â€” Analyzing information and evaluating results to choose the best solution
and solve problems. Interacting With Computers â€” Using computers and computer systems including
hardware and software to program, write software, set up functions, enter data, or process information. Getting
Information â€” Observing, receiving, and otherwise obtaining information from all relevant sources.
Developing and Building Teams â€” Encouraging and building mutual trust, respect, and cooperation among
team members. Identifying Objects, Actions, and Events â€” Identifying information by categorizing,
estimating, recognizing differences or similarities, and detecting changes in circumstances or events.
Monitoring and Controlling Resources â€” Monitoring and controlling resources and overseeing the spending
of money. Processing Information â€” Compiling, coding, categorizing, calculating, tabulating, auditing, or
verifying information or data. Analyzing Data or Information â€” Identifying the underlying principles,
reasons, or facts of information by breaking down information or data into separate parts. Establishing and
Maintaining Interpersonal Relationships â€” Developing constructive and cooperative working relationships
with others, and maintaining them over time. Estimating the Quantifiable Characteristics of Products, Events,
or Information â€” Estimating sizes, distances, and quantities; or determining time, costs, resources, or
materials needed to perform a work activity. Updating and Using Relevant Knowledge â€” Keeping up-to-date
technically and applying new knowledge to your job. Resolving Conflicts and Negotiating with Others â€”
Handling complaints, settling disputes, and resolving grievances and conflicts, or otherwise negotiating with
others. Guiding, Directing, and Motivating Subordinates â€” Providing guidance and direction to subordinates,
including setting performance standards and monitoring performance. Evaluating Information to Determine
Compliance with Standards â€” Using relevant information and individual judgment to determine whether
events or processes comply with laws, regulations, or standards. Interpreting the Meaning of Information for
Others â€” Translating or explaining what information means and how it can be used. Monitor Processes,
Materials, or Surroundings â€” Monitoring and reviewing information from materials, events, or the
environment, to detect or assess problems. Developing Objectives and Strategies â€” Establishing long-range
objectives and specifying the strategies and actions to achieve them. Thinking Creatively â€” Developing,
designing, or creating new applications, ideas, relationships, systems, or products, including artistic
contributions. Communicating with Persons Outside Organization â€” Communicating with people outside the
organization, representing the organization to customers, the public, government, and other external sources.
This information can be exchanged in person, in writing, or by telephone or e-mail. Judging the Qualities of
Things, Services, or People â€” Assessing the value, importance, or quality of things or people. Coaching and
Developing Others â€” Identifying the developmental needs of others and coaching, mentoring, or otherwise
helping others to improve their knowledge or skills. Performing Administrative Activities â€” Performing
day-to-day administrative tasks such as maintaining information files and processing paperwork. Provide
Consultation and Advice to Others â€” Providing guidance and expert advice to management or other groups
on technical, systems-, or process-related topics. Training and Teaching Others â€” Identifying the educational
needs of others, developing formal educational or training programs or classes, and teaching or instructing
others.
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Chapter 6 : Best Project Management Software and Tools | Reviews of the Most Popular Systems
Manage project execution to ensure adherence to budget, schedule, and scope. Develop or update project plans for
information technology projects including information such as project objectives, technologies, systems, information
specifications, schedules, funding, and staffing.

If this resource has to be managed well, it calls upon the management to plan for it and control it, so that the
information becomes a vital resource for the system. The management information system needs good
planning. This system should deal with the management information not with data processing alone. It should
provide support for the management planning, decision-making and action. It should provide support to the
changing needs of business management. Security and Authentication of the system. There should be
synchronization in understanding of management, processes and IT among the users as well as the developers.
Understanding of the information needs of managers from different functional areas and combining these
needs into a single integrated system. Creating a unified MIS covering the entire organization will lead to a
more economical, faster and more integrated system, however it will increase in design complexity manifold.
The MIS has to be interacting with the complex environment comprising all other sub-systems in the overall
information system of the organization. So, it is extremely necessary to understand and define the
requirements of MIS in the context of the organization. It should keep pace with changes in environment,
changing demands of the customers and growing competition. It should utilize fast developing in IT
capabilities in the best possible ways. Cost and time of installing such advanced IT-based systems is high, so
there should not be a need for frequent and major modifications. It should take care of not only the users i.
Resources can be in-house verses external, customized or use of package. Identification of the application of
organizational IS. Evolution of each of this application based on the established evolution criteria.
Establishing a priority ranking for these applications. Determining the optimum architecture of IS for serving
the top priority applications. It identifies the IS priorities of the organization and focuses on the way data is
maintained in the system. It uses data architecture supporting multiple applications. It defines data classes
using different matrices to establish relationships among the organization, its processes and data requirements.
It identifies the key business goals and strategies of each manager as well as that of the business. Next, it looks
for the critical success factors underlying these goals. Measure of CSF effectiveness becomes an input for
defining the information system requirements. It determines the effectiveness criteria for outputs and
efficiency criteria for the processes generating the outputs. At first it identifies the outputs or services provided
by the business processes. Then it describes the factors that make these outputs effective for the user.
Chapter 7 : theinnatdunvilla.com - Developing an Information Systems Strategic Plan
PMIS, an acronym for Project Management Information System, is a framework or an initiative that measures the
success rate of a project and provides necessary information for monitoring and controlling the project.

Chapter 8 : Systems development life cycle - Wikipedia
The systems development life cycle (SDLC), also referred to as the application development life-cycle, is a term used in
systems engineering, information systems and software engineering to describe a process for planning, creating,
testing, and deploying an information system.

Chapter 9 : News, Tips, and Advice for Technology Professionals - TechRepublic
A project management information system provides many benefits to your organization. However, the core benefits are
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critical processes to successful project delivery. Implement a project management information system now to start
reaping the rewards of each of these core benefits.
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